Loirston Annexe Update
Annexe Improvements
For those of you who who’ve recently driven past the Annexe, you’ve hopefully seen our new sign
at the entrance which features our new logo. We know that some newcomers to Cove had found
it difficult to find the Annexe and we hope that this will resolve the issue as well as make it more
appealing.
We now have seating in the corridor area for parents/carers who are waiting for children to
finish their groups and we’re sure this is more comfortable than standing. You’ll also see that we
have some coat hooks in the corridor to avoid children’s clothes being left on the floor.
The small hall also has a number of coat hooks making it easier for parents/carers to keep
children’s clothes tidier, cleaner and easier to find. We’ve also built some new storage in the
small hall for the Cove Church of Scotland which means that the toys in the playroom will be able
to be stored in the cupboard, leaving much more room for playing and dancing.
We hope you like these improvements and find them useful but we certainly haven’t finished yet!

Fundraising
Following on from above, the management committee is applying to a number of trusts for some
funds to include a complete repaint of the building, new chairs and tables, a complete new
kitchen, new flooring, new roof tiles and other such items. There’s still a lot of work to be done to
improve the Annexe but we’re heading in the right direction.

Vandalism
We’re disappointed that the Annexe has been subjected to some vandalism recently. Some of the
windows in the small hall have been broken and there has been damage to the outside drainage
system. As a group of volunteers, we’re responsible for paying for some of these to be sorted,
draining our funds unnecessarily. If you see anybody acting suspicious or actively vandalising
the property, please report it.

Staffing
Congratulations to Claire (our administrator) and her family on the birth of her baby girl.
Mother and baby are doing well. Claire will remain on maternity leave so if you’ve any queries
regarding lets, etc, please rest assured we’ll get to you as soon as we can.

Want to book a birthday party or celebration?
If you’re interested in booking a birthday party, ladies night, coffee morning or any other kind of
event or celebration, please phone 01224 897235 or eMail loirstonannexe@yahoo.co.uk to find
out more.
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